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McGuire Furniture Debuts Dynamic Spring 2022 Collection
22 Fresh Designs Embody McGuire’s Legacy of Natural Luxury, Featuring a Return to
its Signature Materials of Rattan, Rawhide and Danish Cord
CONNELLY SPRINGS, NC (April 2022) – McGuire Furniture is proud to unveil its McGuire
Originals Spring 2022 collection. Designed in-house, the 22-piece assortment effortlessly
bridges the brand’s timeless heritage, discerning handcraftsmanship, and modern
California-casual sensibilities. This season’s designs encompass a curated combination of
seating and accent tables.

“We are so pleased to reveal new McGuire Originals introductions this spring, celebrating a
return to McGuire’s signature materiality story and its ethos of laidback luxury,” said Erica
Wingo, Senior Vice President of Merchandising and Marketing at Baker Interiors Group,
McGuire’s parent company. “We sought inspiration from the unique, relaxed style of the
American Southwest as well as the natural formations and flora of Texas Hill Country.”
The new McGuire Originals collection puts the brand’s core natural materials on full
display, such as rattan, rawhide and Danish cord, with intricate handwoven techniques
used throughout.
Highlights from the McGuire Originals Spring 2022 collection include:
•

•

•

•

Bandera Chair – With a grand and relaxed frame, the Bandera Chair has a strikingly
distinctive design that sets it apart. A comfortable seat sits atop a complex, rounded
frame finished in Gunmetal or Matte Mineral tones.
Knot Lounge Chair - Rattan – Relax and refresh in the Knot Lounge chair – Rattan,
meticulously crafted by McGuire artisans. This remarkable chair combines rattan
with your choice of Gunmetal or Matte Mineral finishes.
Lantana Arm Chair – Featuring classic, fluid curves and quintessential McGuire
craftsmanship, the Lantana Arm Chair is a flexible, modern piece that’s suitable for
everyday use or at an upscale dinner party. The chair is offered in Gunmetal and
Matte Mineral finishes.
Hye Counter Stool – The Hye Counter Stool has fluid, organic curves inspired by
Hamilton Pool in the Texas Hill Country. It is carefully handwoven in Dune Danish
Cord as a celebration of natural and mixed materials.

•

Cypress Accent Table – Inspired by stacked stones along a riverbank, the Cypress
Accent Table is a study of how geometric shapes can play and interact. Add this
sculptural table to your living room or entryway for an engaging, elevated aura.

McGuire’s Spring 2022 collection further asserts the company as a design industry pioneer
and a leader in naturally luxurious fine furniture. The collection debuts in April 2022 at
High Point Market, followed by availability on showroom floors in late Summer 2022. For
more information on the collection or how to purchase, please visit:
www.mcguirefurniture.com and/or follow along on social media via Facebook, Instagram,
Pinterest and Twitter. #thisismcguire

McGuire Furniture
McGuire Furniture is a pioneer of naturally luxurious fine furniture. Established by John
and Elinor McGuire in 1948, McGuire exudes timelessness and the laidback spirit of coastal
California. In recent years, McGuire has ushered in a new wave of modern, boundarybreaking designs while preserving the heritage of its core qualities – handcraftsmanship,
approachable styles, natural materials, and refined comfort. Bold collections have included
collaborations with renowned design talent including Steven Volpe, Orlando Diaz-Azcuy,
Nicole Hollis, Thomas Pheasant, Marmol Radziner, Kara Mann, Laura Kirar and Barbara
Barry, among others. Today, McGuire effortlessly reimagines the art of casual living with
beautiful, modern designs saturated in California soul.
McGuire Furniture is sold through the company’s showrooms globally and select
independent stores. For more information, visit www.mcguirefurniture.com or call 1 (800)
662-4847.
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